1 myth by showing aviators who are subsumed by it, having surrendered to its rhetoric until they essentially disappear within it. Cather's novel exposes the chivalric aviator as a fraudulent construct, while Faulkner challenges this construct by contrasting a young, idealistic pilot candidate with a severely wounded aviator-hideous, dying, and decidedly unromantic.
These novels function as a public critique of the discursive formation of the aviator. While Cather's pilot Victor Morse is a minor character in One of Ours, his location at a transitional period in the text presents a pointed critique of the romanticization of war. Both absurd and seductive, Morse represents a sound indictment of the chivalric aviator and the public's love affair with this image. Faulkner's Soldiers' Pay, juxtaposing a hero-worshiping young man with a horribly scarred, mortally wounded pilot, presents a deeper and prolonged critique of the chivalric myth; by exploring the powerful lure of this seductive image, Faulkner exposes the self-deception, at both the personal and societal levels, created by this formation. Together, these novels urge us to sweep away the cloaking myth of chivalry to see the aviators, men who are decidedly unromantic, with raucous lives, disfiguring injuries and ignoble deaths.
By putting these texts in conversation with each other, and with the discourse of aerial chivalry, this essay fills a gap in the study of war literature. Although airpower has been used extensively in every major conflict over the last century, literature about the air war has often suffered one of two fates: it is completely neglected, or it is subsumed into a larger category of study. Paul Fussell, for example, deliberately limits his seminal The Great War and Modern Memory to the poetry of the British infantry in the trenches and ignores the aerial combat that took place above and beyond this front. While Samuel Hynes's fine recent study The Unsubstantial Air: American Flyers in the First World War looks closely at the air war, he focuses on pilots' memoirs, avoiding fictional representations. While such limitations allow for a sharper analysis, they have in practice elided from literary criticism much writing about the air war. By studying these novels through the discourse of aerial chivalry, this essay highlights the airpower critiques that we otherwise fail to see and hear.
Airpower Theory, Discursive Distancing and the Myth of Chivalry
To understand the context in which these authors are writing, it's important to look briefly at how the discourse of aerial warfare combined with the romantic vision of chivalry to create a powerful rhetorical force. I chose the example of Victor Chapman, above, because it clearly illustrates one construction of this myth, and because of its relevance to Cather's text; the points out similarities in physical characteristics between man and character and suggests that while Cather and Faulkner were living in the same area in Greenwich Village in late summer of 1921, Faulkner's stories may have influenced Cather. I am less interested in influence, however, and more interested in the work their novels performed. book, annotated by Cather, is in her library. I'm certainly not suggesting that all writing about flyers during the First World War was this idealistic. My purpose is not to study Great War journalism, nor do I suggest that these authors are merely writing back to the Great War. As Michael Zeitlin says of Faulkner, I contend both authors were "look [ing] back at a point already far behind… [to] what the present 'was preparing for the future '" (22-24) by challenging the developing discourse of airpower that emerged during the war and into the early 1920s.
In the aftermath of World War I, the human costs of airpower employment were often erased as airpower advocates created a dominant discourse of the air war as the answer to the messiness of previous wars. In contrast to the bloody stalemate in the trenches, the prophets of airpower promised a new and better method of waging war: a "clean" war. Writing at about the same time as Cather, and especially Faulkner, War, 1925) , although acknowledging that the modern air war would target civilians, paradoxically portrayed airpower as cleaner than ground war because its key elements, quickness and precision, would save lives that might otherwise be lost. Writing to the American public, flyer Billy Mitchell explained that airpower promised "the amelioration and bettering of conditions in war because it will bring quick and lasting results" (14). We understand the air war as clean, I suggest, when we fail or refuse to see the casualties on either side of the bombing dynamic: neither the aviators who prosecute the air war nor the people on the ground.
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The coupling of the words clean and war in this way is always ironic, because as Elaine Scarry notes "the central activity of war is injuring and the central goal in war is to out-injure the opponent, [but] the fact of injuring tends to be absent from strategic and political descriptions of war" (12). Common euphemisms such as "neutralization" or "collateral damage, " she argues, often obscure the acts of killing and wounding. Similarly, the individual flyer is often obscured by a phenomenon I label discursive distancing. When discourse presents aviators as romantic, idealized figures-chivalric knights-they become symbols of idealism, their deaths glorified, and their memories immortalized. The actual body of the aviator is essentially erased and replaced by this iconic figure. Discursive distancing is insidious because it buries the aviator's humanity in rhetoric, reinscribing death and injury in terms that erase the individual.
Additionally, the aviator's body can disappear into the aircraft itself. Scarry notes that armies often are described not as groups of people but as weapons (such as the spearhead). Although this metaphor is not intended to obscure, she explains, it effectively does so, causing the individual human body to disappear. This phenomenon is particularly prevalent in aviation discourse when aviators are encompassed by the aircraft they fly, and the air war described as a war of machines, not people. Through discursive distancing, the air war is portrayed as a space in which only icons or machines are destroyed, and thus becomes the epitome of cleanness. By foregrounding the body of the aviator-dead, injured, or conspicuously absent-Cather and Faulkner counter this discursive distancing and force us to confront airpower's inherent messiness.
To combat this distancing, however, these authors must challenge a discourse that is deeply rooted and extremely seductive to public and aviators alike. From its inception in 1911, aerial combat was welcomed because it was aristocratic, individual, visible, and deadly, recalling the exploits of warriors from the times of Homer through the Arthurian legends. While ground troops stagnated in the trenches, pilots of the Great War were valorized as "silver knights who met in single combat over the line while men looked on and cheered the victor and buried with full honors the vanquished, whether he was friend or enemy, and set his propeller over his grave" (Steinbeck 87). Pilots were lionized as heroic warriors who respected the enemy and often participated in rituals to memorialize the fallen. Although by 1917 "the life expectancy of British pilots stood at eight days from their first combat flight" (Van Creveld 28), the romanticizing of their deaths removed them from the disillusionment associated with the increasingly ignoble deaths in the trenches below.
The knight, explains Maurice Keen in his seminal book Chivalry, was "a man of aristocratic standing and probably of noble ancestry, " with a warhorse and weapons and ritual training (1). Substitute airplane for warhorse and the similarity is striking; Piet Hein Meijering notes that these young pilots "went into battle like the mounted warriors (or chevaliers) of olden times. Their charger was not a living horse but a machine, yet alive with vibrating power, obeying its rider" (23). 4 He suggests that chivalry was revived in the air war because "the interest in it had not died with it. The romance of medieval chivalry had been kept alive in epic and song" (23).
5 This potent construction of the military aviator as chivalric knight 4
This association is supported both by the mission and required skills of aviation: David Edgerton explains that in the Great War, aircraft assumed many of the scouting functions of the cavalry, and John Steinbeck explains that a pilot uses the skills of gentle pressure and coaxing both to rides horses and to fly an airplane (94).
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See Piet Hein Meijering for an extended discussion and numerous examples of aerial chivalry, including the play element, the practice of courtesy, the extension of mercy, and the honoring of the dead, including fallen enemy opponents. It is important to note, however, as Meijering explains, that not all pilots performed chivalry or believed in it. Generally, chivalry was only performed between opponents who considered themselves social equals; thus, race and class were important components of the extension of chivalry. and member of an elite fraternity was aided by the existence of many flyers at the intersection of both old and new aristocracies, where the sons of ancient families such as the Baron Von Richthofen challenged the new elites of the Ivy League, such as Princeton hockey star Hobey Baker. 6 While the performance of aerial chivalry would seem to civilize war, I contend that instead the myth of chivalry supported discursive distancing by masking the brutality of the air war and by hiding the bodies of killed and wounded aviators in the romance of legend. While the elaborate memorial rituals for fallen flyers-especially for the famous aces-may seem to contradict this idea, in practice these ceremonies served not so much to memorialize the individual aviator as to support the discourse of aerial chivalry and the notion that all were engaged in an honorable and noble endeavor.
The Great War revival of chivalry was deceptive because the notion of chivalry itself, as James Anderson Winn explains, "has always been a fraud, a system of polite and honorable ideals masking shameful and violent acts" (104). World War I pilot V.M. Yeates suggests this deception in his 1934 novel Winged Victory, as one pilot accuses another of dishonorably killing from ambush: "You're quite right... " he answers. "We're just a gang of tricky murderers like all war merchants. And the papers still call us knights errant" (98). Another World War I pilot expresses a similar awareness of the discursive lie constructing the aviator. John MacGavock Grider, in War Birds: Diary of an Unknown Aviator (1926) , wonders what to do with his tell-all journal if he dies, explaining "it will never do to let the people at home find out the truth about this war. They've been fed on bunk until they' d never believe anything that didn't sound like a monk's story of the Crusades" (254). These examples show how widespread the idea of chivalry in the air war had become, and particularly how it dominated the public perception of the aviator. It is in this context, then, that Cather and Faulkner set their novels, and against this milieu that they work to show us the aviator's diseased, wounded, or dying body, subverting the potent discursive forces hiding the flyer. Even before the war, the exclusivity of aviation was promoted by the Italian futurists. Historian Azar Gat notes the early connection between fascism and airpower: Benito Mussolini wrote in 1909: "Aviation must remain the privilege of the spiritual aristocracy. Not every Italian can or should fly" (Gat History 582) . Writer and adventurer Gabriele d' Annunzio, particularly excited by the possibilities of aviation, echoed this notion, proclaiming "that flying would change civilization, create a new ruling aristocracy of aviators, and revolutionize war" (Gat 566) . American Billy Mitchell echoed these class concerns in 1924: "suitable pilots can be drawn only from certain classes, such as the young men who go to our colleges" and participate in sports (Mitchell 24). ing (Book IV), to his death in France during World War I (Book V). As we might expect, much has been written about protagonist Claude, but only a handful of scholars focus on minor character and pilot Victor Morse, who appears frequently in Book IV and briefly in Book V. 7 A closer look at this character is warranted because Cather uses him to present a pointed critique of aerial chivalry, a move that sheds new light on the author's overall intent in the novel. Victor Morse is a composite character developed from several sources: news reports about World War I aviators; perhaps William Faulkner himself, as Skaggs suggests; and, significantly, pilot Victor Chapman.
Willa Cather's One of Ours
8 As Stephen Trout notes, Cather had read and annotated Victor Chapman's Letters from France (MF 77), so it follows that her choice of the character's name deliberately alludes to Chapman and the chivalric myth surrounding him. Although Cather's novel won a Pulitzer Prize in 1923, and was well received by many war veterans, its early critical reception was not strong. Comparing the novel unfavorably to John Dos Passos' recently published Three Soldiers, many influential critics dismissed One of Ours for a lack of realism and an overly romantic portrayal of the war (Harris 661). Both H.L. Mencken and Sinclair Lewis praised the Nebraska section of the novel but panned the war scenes set in France as being "inauthentic" (qtd in Trout AI 117), a view which persisted for many years. However, a fresh look at the text by David Stouck in 1975 suggested that Cather intended the novel to be read as satire, arguing that the novel reflects Claude's romantic vision of war, not Cather's. Building on this turn, recent scholarship suggests that Cather expects the reader to see beyond this romanticized portrayal to understand "the illusory nature" of Claude's war vision (Murphy 160) and challenge the dominant myths of the Great War (Olin-Ammentopp 141). My reading supports and extends this recent scholarship on Cather's intent, suggesting that with her pointed critique of the myth of aerial chivalry she does indeed expect her audience to look critically at the romance of war.
Significantly, our first introduction to Victor Morse is as "the missing man" assigned to the fourth bunk in Claude's cabin (367). With this description, Cather exposes the extent to which the American Morse has subsumed himself in the role of the British aviator, to the point where the man himself is missing, lost in this assumed identity. Victor Morse appears 7 Of those who do discuss Victor Morse, John J. Murphy significantly connects Morse with Cather's change in style, from realism to romanticism during the trans-Atlantic voyage, and with Claude's movement into "an enchanted world" of adventure (160) as perhaps the most artificial character in the novel because, as critics suggest, he is performing a role: "the obligatory role of dashing aviator, " (Murphy 264) "the swaggering English airman" (Trout MF 79) . Morse, trapped by a banking career he calls "death in life" (409), finds liberation as a pilot in the Royal Flying Corps (RFC).
9 He has flown for two years, first in France, where he was injured and most recently as an instructor in the U.S.; Claude meets Morse aboard ship during the Atlantic crossing, as he returns to the war. When Claude meets him, Morse is drunk and keeps a bottle under his pillow, but he cuts a dashing figure. He has re-fashioned himself sufficiently to fool Claude and his roommates, by adopting both the language and mannerisms of the RFC: "he had gone a good way toward acquiring an English accent, the boys thought" (381); they noticed that "Victor had tea in a special corner of the officer's smoking-room every afternoon-he would have perished without it" (404). These absurdities add an element of humor to Morse's character, as Trout correctly observes, since he is "simultaneously ridiculous and compelling" (76). He is compelling as a character because, as readers, we see the ridiculousness while understanding that neither Morse nor Claude recognizes it as such.
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Recognizing the seductiveness and artificiality of the chivalric aviator, Cather creates Victor Morse as a transgressive challenge to this image. Morse tells Claude he chose the RFC because "the air force seemed the most brilliant and attractive branch of the service" (406). Dazzled by this brilliance, Claude fails to see the real Morse beyond the chivalric myth of the aviator. Unlike the classic knight, Cather's aviator is not noble, his woman is not a "lady, " and his battle exploits are not honorable. The reader realizes, though Claude does not, that Morse has a serious drinking problem, and has a mistress (to whom he is unfaithful) who is twice his age and syphilitic. Neither Morse, the knight, nor his woman Maisie, are pure or honorable. His relationship with her is an example of carnal, not courtly love. When asked about his combat victories, Morse admits that one of the pilots he brought down was a woman; her death "was nasty business" (382). This point is particularly interesting because women did not fly combat aircraft in the First World War, thus making Cather's interjection of a woman pilot here noteworthy. This enemy pilot is not a worthy opponent, whose death brings honor upon the warrior, but a woman, so that even Morse's combat is "nasty business, " a disgrace, not an honor. The Royal Flying Corps, attached to the British army, was renamed and became an independent service as the Royal Air Force on April 1, 1918. 10 Faulkner makes a similar observation in the opening of his short story "Ad Astra, " (written 1927, published 1931) which suggests the subsuming of the individual into the myth of chivalric aviator: "I don't know what we were. With the exception of Comyn, we had started out Americans, but after three years, in our British tunics and British wings and here and there a ribbon, I dont suppose we had even bothered in three years to wonder what we were, to think or to remember" (407).
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I am not suggesting that Cather believed a woman pilot an unworthy opponent, or that I do, but arguing that in the patriarchal system of chivalry, a female opponent would have been By thus undercutting the figure of the chivalric aviator, Cather exposes the discourse that constructs this heroic image, an image that is dangerous because it continues to seduce even after it has been questioned. Frederick T. Griffiths correctly notes that as Claude approaches the war, Morse is part of "a chorus of warning voices" (265), which Claude ultimately ignores. Whereas other World War I writers stress the disillusionment of the war experience, Cather is more concerned that young American men view the war as a romantic quest for masculinity. In Book V, then, Cather continues to challenge this view by deconstructing the heroism associated with Morse's death. Claude has debarked in Europe when a comrade tells him of Victor's demise:
Morse, the American ace? Hadn't he heard? Why, that got into the London papers. Morse was shot down inside the Hun line three weeks ago. It was a brilliant affair. He was chased by eight Boche planes, brought down three of them, put the rest to flight, and was making for base, when they turned and got him. His machine came down in flames and he jumped, fell a thousand feet or more. (493) In this powerful passage, Morse's heroic battle clearly evokes the knight of the air, reminiscent of the real-life final flight of Victor Chapman. Moreover, this terrifying and compelling portrait of the pilot falling a thousand feet to his death was not an unrealistic sight during the First World War. Many of the early aircraft were highly flammable, and parachutes were not available; when the plane caught fire, a pilot had two choices, "you jumped or you burned" (Hynes 142 ). The well-publicized death of American Ace Raoul Lufbery in 1918, in fact, highlights this horrible choice. Contemporary reports of his death record that, his plane damaged and in flames, Lufbery "jumped or fell from it" (Hynes 141) . 12 Cather's description of Morse's death, then, is realistically rendered, but the last line deliberately undermines the heroic narrative by alluding to the classical story of Icarus, the original falling aviator. seen as such. Although women didn't fly in combat in World War I, it should be noted that by the Second World War many women from the Soviet Union flew in combat, and women in the U.S. and England flew military aircraft on test, training, and ferrying missions.
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This memorable image of the jumping/ falling pilot was compelling to Faulkner also. James Watson notes the author's interest in Raoul Lufbery (Theater 23), and we see him later reproducing this death several times: with the death of Johnny Sartoris in Flags in the Dust, as Bayard recalls his brother's death: "Then I saw fire streaking out along his wing, and he was looking back…Then he …kicked his machine out of the way and jumped" (FD 754); in "All the Dead Pilots, " with Johnny Sartoris again (CS 530); in Pylon, when witnesses report on Shumann's crash: "the body had fallen free of the machine, having either extricated itself or been flung out" (P 937). Faulkner's use of the word "body" here interestingly suggests a lack of agency, as if the machine had rejected the pilot rather than the pilot the machine. We see this trope of spilling out, jumping, falling repeated by later writers such as Michael Herr (Dispatches) writing about helicopters in Vietnam. With this important trope writers challenge the erasure of man in the machine by showing us the humans spilling out when the machine dies.
In the context of the novel, and with Cather's deconstruction of the chivalric myth, reading this episode through Ovid's story of Dedalus and Icarus makes sense. While Steven Trout describes Morse as "Dedalus-like" (77), rising from his Midwest, middle-class roots, I suggest a comparison to Icarus is more apt. Dedalus, the father and creator of the new technology of flight, is highly aware of the dangers of aviation, and cautions his son: "take care/ to wing your course along the middle air, " avoiding both the sea and the heat of the sun. But Icarus, like Morse, is a boy "whose childish thoughts aspire to loftier aims, and make him ramble high'r…and [soar] among the skies" (Ovid) . We are attracted by the lofty aims of Icarus just as young pilots were attracted by the lofty ideals of chivalry. By ending this passage with Icarus, Cather presents a counternarrative to the heroic report of Morse's death by painting the pilot as a wayward boy, seduced and destroyed by the myth of chivalry, a myth that, like the sun, is dangerous and unattainable.
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As Claude laments Morse's death, he asks: "What other age could have produced such a figure? That was one of the things about this war; it took a little fellow from a little town, gave him an air and a swagger, a life like a movie film,-and then a death like the rebel angels" (494). 14 Cather's word choice here highlights the construction of the pilot; he is "produced" like "a movie film, " and is therefore essentially artificial and insubstantial. Her closing alludes to Milton, where Satan's defiant stand against a superior force makes him appear heroic. As this image is seductive but dangerous, so is the romanticism of flying, and war in general. It is this message that Claude should learn from Morse, but does not, leaving Claude with a romantic view of war until he is ultimately killed in the trenches of France.
Cather, then, presented with an over-the-top memorialization of Victor Chapman as chivalric hero, creates a counter-image of a pilot that subverts the dominant discourse of airpower in and after World War I. She presents an artificial, ridiculous, self-fashioned character, exposes the seductiveness of the myth, and challenges it by invoking classical stories of meteoric rise and ultimate fall. Victor Morse becomes a compelling character as we see him subsumed by the myth, an experience Cather heightens by showing his lack of chivalry. By thus exposing this "missing man, " she challenges the romanticizing of aerial combat, and more broadly, of war. 13 Faulkner, too, made this mythical connection. In Pylon (1935), he pens a fabulous passage reminiscent of Pieter Bruegel's "Landscape with the Fall of Icarus"-"the dredge looked like something antediluvian crawled for the first time into light, roused but not alarmed by the object or creature out of the world of light and air which had plunged without warning into the watery fastness where it had been asleep" (P 938).
14 We see similar intertextuality in Faulkner's Flags, where he reprises this idea: Bayard reminisces about the war, about "a life peopled by young men like fallen angels, and of a meteoric violence like that of fallen angels" (FD 643).
William Faulkner's Soldiers' Pay
While Cather's flyer plays a small, but key role in her novel, William Faulkner places a wounded aviator at the heart of his first novel, Soldiers' Pay (1926) . He uses a second young man, a pilot "wannabe, " as a comic foil to the main character, and as a pointed critique of the chivalric aviator. With his portrayal of these two men, Faulkner pushes back against the dominant discourse that cloaks the flyer in chivalric myth, by first pointing out the seductiveness of the myth, then exposing the wounded aviator, physically present but also conspicuously absent. He rejects the heroic nature of the wounding and refuses to let us glorify the pilot's death, showing instead the extreme messiness of aerial combat.
Soldiers' Pay foregrounds Lieutenant Donald Mahon, an American aviator who has been flying with the RAF and now returns home to Georgia at the war's end. In an air battle, he received a severe head wound which has hideously scarred his face, erased his memory, and left him going blind. Faulkner contrasts him with bitterly jealous Cadet Julian Lowe, who was in flight school and two weeks from getting his wings when the war ended. Private Joe Gilligan and Margaret Powers team up to get the wounded aviator home, where his fiancée, Cecily, horrified by his disfigurement, rejects him for another man. Unlike other contemporary novels of wounding, such as Lawrence Stalling's novel Plumes (1924), which focus on the rehabilitation of the veteran, Faulkner rejects all hope of recovery; early in the novel we learn that Mahon will die.
Reading Soldiers' Pay as a challenge to the chivalric myth highlights the novel's themes of seduction and death. 15 Faulkner explores these themes sequentially, beginning with the seductiveness of the chivalric aviator, and then moving on to a thorough interrogation of the death and injuring this myth hides. With the story of Cadet Lowe, the author shows the power of this construction to seduce and demonstrates the danger it poses to the young men it seduces. Then, like Cather, he equates the myth with childishness and summarily dismisses it.
Faulkner is particularly well qualified to write about this topic because of his own seduction by the chivalric myth. His post-war fraudulent assumption of the role of wounded RAF aviator-"his greatest role, the one he played the longest and most consistently" (Kartiganer 11)-shows how personally appealing he found this image. In the summer of 1918, expecting to be drafted and anxious to avoid the ground war, Faulkner joined the Canadian RAF, having already "[heard] the siren call of this 'cavalry of the clouds' for months if not years" (Zeitlin 20 ). When the war ended in November of that year, however, he was still in ground school, and had not been awarded pilot wings. Numerous sources agree that he never flew RAF aircraft, and never flew in combat, yet for his return home to Oxford, Faulkner outfitted himself in an RAF officer's uniform complete with (unearned) wings, overseas cap, and swagger stick, and passed himself off as a veteran pilot. Williamson explains that Faulkner "was amazingly persistent in offering himself as a flying officer, and credibility ran amazingly high" (185). The story was further enhanced as it spread, so that by 1932 a published description of the author erroneously credited him with two enemy kills! Perhaps feeling the pressure of the fraud he was performing, Faulkner many years later took flying lessons and obtained a private pilot's license (Lowe 82) . While Faulkner officially admitted he had no combat service or wounds in a 1950 letter, Zeitlin admits some continued slippage on the part of the author.
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Although Faulkner's performance prompts scholars John Lowe and James G. Watson to read Faulkner and his family in Soldiers' Pay, I am more concerned here with the goals Faulkner pursued through this construction than with its roots. As he himself was seduced by the powerful lure of the chivalric aviator, Faulkner's portrayal of flyers in the novel reveals a profound confusion about this seduction, along with an awareness of the self-deception, at both the personal and societal levels, involved with this image creation. Faulkner's portrayal of the aviator is revealing because in the novel he firmly rejects the romanticizing of the aviatoralthough he continued to perform this role himself for many years! Readings of Faulkner's later novel The Sound and the Fury by both Keith Gandal and James Watson offer some insight into this irony, suggesting that Faulkner was able to be more self-critical in his writing than in his life. Gandal explains that Faulkner, in his fiction, could "mock … his own propensity for extreme romanticism and chivalry" (166); perhaps in the process of writing this first novel, Soldiers' Pay, he recognized the lie inherent in his performance but after six years of posturing could not let go of the lie himself.
17 By juxtaposing the young flyer, seduced by the air war's rhetoric of chivalry, with the severely wounded protagonist the author exposes the Gandal writes: "Perhaps we should see Faulkner here as able to be more honest about himself in his fictional alter egos than he felt comfortable being in talking about himself, or representing himself to family, friends, and acquaintances" (157). Watson supports this reading, saying the author "returned to moments of particular intensity from his reading and his life… [ (Marius 22 ). Lowe elicits our scorn for his blind acceptance of the myth of aerial chivalry, our pity for his anguished youth, and our horror at the extremist thoughts the myth inspires. A disappointed nineteen-year-old, Lowe logged forty-seven hours in flight school, but was still two weeks short of earning his wings when the war ended. Lowe meets wounded Lt. Mahon for the first time on a cross-country train and sees in Mahon everything that he could have been, had he become a pilot. Mahon, despite his damage, is at the center of a group of concerned admirers, including Mrs. Powers, a beautiful woman with whom Lowe promptly falls in love. The seductiveness of the aviator's image becomes clear as soon as the two men meet. As Mahon walks by, Lowe looks up from his seat, and sees "a belt and wings, " the wings indicating Mahon's pilot status, then "a young face with a dreadful scar across his brow. My God, he thought, turning sick" (17). However, despite his initial response to Mahon's scar, Lowe envies the man: "Had I been old enough or lucky enough this might have been me, he thought jealously" (18). Although Mahon is clearly mentally confused-his gaze is "puzzled" (17)-as well as physically disfigured, the wings on his chest create an image of heroism so seductive that Lowe wishes to be him. "To have been him he moaned. Just to be him. Let him take this sound body of mine! Let him take it. To have got wings on my breast, to have got wings; and to have got his scar, too, I would take death to-morrow" (33). Like Mahon, Lowe is unable to see clearly here; he is so dazzled by the pilot's wings that he romanticizes the scar as well, seeing it as a part of the heroic, dashing aviator he so wants to be. This romantic self-deception prevents him from seeing the physical manifestations of the injury: Mahon's failing eyesight, mental confusion, and pending death.
The conflation of the scar with the RAF wings here adds a new level of significance to the scar, by associating it with England, Arthurian legend, and the chivalry of the skies. Mahon's scar functions metonymically, as Wulfman aptly notes, so it "displaces Mahon, the figure of the returning hero, and makes him the mere ground for the scar's figure" (para 17). The pilot's wings perform the same role, I suggest. Lowe equates wings and scar, so that the latter assumes the same romantic significance as the former, and both promise the love of a woman: "she would say I love you, too. If I had wings, and a scar…" he dreams. "His scar: his wings" (35). Just as Lowe desires to assume Mahon's wings, so, too, he desires the scar. Scarring in war is significant, as Noel Polk explains, because it performs the cultural work of "creating and sustaining a national narrative, a history that glorifies the sacrifices others have made for us... " (141) and continues to inspire youths to offer their own lives to the nation. For Lowe, however, the scar and wings support not a national narrative but a trans-Atlantic myth of chivalric aviator which cloaks the modern, technological air war in the mists of ancient legend.
Faulkner openly challenges this myth in a somewhat didactic passage illustrating Mahon's bleak future. In a frank discussion with Margaret Powers, Joe Gilligan predicts that Mahon's fiancée Cecily will reject him when she sees his scar, based on an earlier letter she wrote; Gilligan reads in the letter "all the old bunk about knights of the air and the romance of battle, that even the fat crying ones outgrow soon as the excitement is over and uniforms and being wounded aint only not stylish no more, but it is troublesome" (sic, 30) . 18 In the aftermath of war, Gilligan recognizes that the discourse of romance and chivalry is "bunk, " a childish fascination that attracts because of its excitement, but like all the distractions of childhood, will soon be outgrown. Moreover, with the understated description "troublesome, " he rejects the picturesque quality of the wound, recognizing it instead as a major blow to the body's integrity, one from which recovery is not possible.
In case we miss the point above, Faulkner completes his indictment of aerial chivalry with Cadet Lowe's final scene, presenting the youth and his outmoded view of the air war as childish and ridiculous, and then dismissing him as no longer relevant. Already a pathetic figure, Lowe becomes even more laughable when he learns that Mahon is dying. "'Dying?'" Lowe asks. "How the man managed to circumvent him at every turn! As if it were not enough to have wings and a scar. But to die…. " (39). The young man even goes so far as to imagine himself dead, lying gloriously in an open tomb with wings on his chest, and he blames Fate for not providing him this marvelous opportunity. Faulkner uses humor and irony here to undercut Lowe's love affair with the aviator; we laugh at the young man's foolishness but are horrified by the realization that this warrior image seduces boys so completely they welcome wounding and death.
In this scene, Lowe mourns his lack of maturity, a maturity he believes pilot's wings would have conferred to him. Margaret Powers, he laments, "treats me like a child" (37), and with her "he knew he was acting the child…but he couldn't help it" (339). Powers, calling him a "sweet child, " rejects his sexual advances and sends him home to his mother. Although we occasionally thereafter read his letters to Powers, by the end of Chapter One Faulkner has dismissed Lowe and his childish notions of aerial chivalry from the main narrative, relegating him to the novel's margins. 18 Interestingly, the concept of the superficial woman who cannot accept the aviator's disfigurement becomes almost a trope by World War II. Martin Francis discusses five rehabilitation narratives by aviators who suffered either severe facial burns or amputations. Almost all of them record the reaction of a woman associated with the flyer-wife, girlfriend, nurse-who reacts with horror and loathing to the disfigured face. Both William Simpson and Geoffrey Page document this rejection and explain how important it was to the injured man to be accepted for who he was internally, not rejected based on his exterior (142). Interestingly, several of the cases also show a second woman who does get beyond the mangled face to provide love and support to the wounded man, so that we have a dichotomy between superficial women and "angels".
Faulkner readers may recognize this portrait of Cadet Lowe as the boy who missed the war, as it is a motif the author returned to about once per decade after introducing it here: with Light in August's Percy Grimm (1932) ; with the child narrator of Faulkner's "Two Soldiers" (1942) ; with young pilot David Levine in A Fable (1954) . As critics note, the periodic return to this motif allows Faulkner an ongoing exploration of war and masculinity. Shawn Miller, writing about "Two Soldiers, " smartly sees Faulkner reflected in the child narrator, "eager to play his part in the great historical drama of his day but tragically denied" (47), while Gandal suggests the loss of military opportunity during the First World War, for Faulkner and other modernists, resulted in a traumatic perceived loss of masculinity he calls "mobilization wounds" (6). But in A Fable, Faulkner returns to the lost flying opportunities. Initially too young to enlist, Levine waited "while his mind, his whole being, was sleepless and athirst with the ringing heroic catalogue" of famous flyers (FAB 746). As peace breaks out Levine feels "a door had closed on glory…" a chance to be one with "the brotherhood of heroes" of the Royal Flying Corps (FAB 747); feeling an acute sense of loss and betrayal, Levine takes his own life. Returning to this theme after three decades that witnessed extensive aerial combat, Faulkner continues to interrogate the power of that "ringing heroic catalogue" to seduce and destroy.
In Soldiers' Pay, then, after dismissing Cadet Lowe and his childish dreams of chivalry, Faulkner moves on to a more realistic vision of the air war and its ultimate goals of wounding and death. By foregrounding Lt Donald Mahon, the injured, dying pilot, Faulkner challenges the spatial distancing that traditionally hides the aviator from public view. For Americans, the First World War introduced the strategy of distant aerial warfare that continued through the twentieth century and into the twentyfirst. Many of these flyers died somewhere "over there, " creating a vast geographical gap between these aerial deaths and the public's perception of these losses. Because they are not seen, these deaths are easy to dismiss. Faulkner, however, does not let pilot Mahon die "away beyond seas, " like Johnny Sartoris in Flags in the Dust, with "no body to be returned clumsily to earth" (597). In Soldiers' Pay, he brings the damaged man home and makes us see the broken mind and body and watch his painful death.
Mahon is wounded in two places, his right hand, which was pierced by a bullet and is "withered" and "blistered" (23), and his face, which is more significant because it is so visible, and representative of the man himself. Faulkner leaves the details to our imaginations, describing the scar only as "dreadful"; readers encounter the scar through the eyes of other characters, such as Lowe who feels sick upon seeing it, and Cecily, who screams and faints. Susan Sontag remarks similar responses to facial wounding in Regarding the Pain of Others, explaining that photos of World War I veterans shot in the face evoke "shame" and "shock" (42). Moreover, this construction predicts the actual experiences of aviators in later wars documented by Martin Francis, whose study of personal narratives by injured aviators notes that severe facial wounding evoked responses of "fear and pity" from viewers, thus subverting the aviator's "status as a valorous man of honour and action" (132). Faulkner thus de-romanticizes the aviator and examines the cost of war by making Mahon an object of horror or sympathy, rather than admiration (other than by misguided individuals such as Lowe).
19 If the disfiguration was the sole extent of Mahon's injury he may have been able to recover this chivalric status, but Faulkner further complicates the injuring with Mahon's blindness and traumatic brain injury, creating a character bodily present but also conspicuously absent from the text.
Writers of war literature have frequently used the motif of an absent character to create a gap that highlights our awareness of loss. Stephen Kern suggests that this narrative technique became well established during the modernist period, enabling writers "to subvert...national narratives" (23). Critics of Soldiers' Pay note that Mahon's "illness, blindness and amnesia limit his ability to fashion his own subjectivity" (Scoblionko 64) , so that he is essentially "defined by his absence" (Dalgarno 265) . Nevertheless, as John Liman points out, Faulkner makes "his narrative spiral around" Mahon despite this absence (45). Judith Bryant Wittenberg supports this reading, suggesting Mahon is an "elusive empty center" of the novel (243). As Mahon deteriorates physically, he is frequently asleep; even when awake, he is seldom lucid.
Throughout the novel, Mahon's bodily presence highlights his mental absence. Although the pilot is physically present throughout much of the novel, he never has agency. Like Addie Bundren's corpse in Faulkner's later novel As I Lay Dying, Mahon's semi-conscious body is transported from place to place as the story progresses; he is acted upon, but never acts. We first meet him on a train, where he is introduced as a man lost, sick, his gaze "puzzled, " someone who must be managed and cared for. He has a moment of clarity when he hears Lowe use a flying term, and "that groping puzzled thing behind his eyes became clear and sharp…" but the effort overwhelms him, and his gaze once more becomes "puzzled and distracted" (19). Faulkner's frequent use of the word puzzled here suggests the inexperience of a young author, but also shows the importance he places on Mahon's brain injury.
Mahon's mental absence becomes more apparent after coming home to his father, who describes the pilot as "a bit confused, " and acknowledges his son didn't recognize him. The doctor who examines Mahon explains 19 Faulkner reprises this image in A Fable, where the runner is seen at war's end as "not a man but a mobile and upright scar…one entire side of his hatless head was one hairless eyeless and earless scar" (FAB 1070). The author may have felt this more graphic description was needed to reach an audience, in 1954, which had since witnessed several additional brutal-and photographed-wars.
"he remembers nothing that happened before he was hurt. The man that was wounded is dead and this is another one: a grown child" (92). Mahon rarely speaks; when he does, we see that he's often faking comprehension, parroting what others say, or repeating stock phrases "Yes, sir" (95) or "Carry on" (196) . He is moved from bedroom to garden to dining room, where his friends take turns reading to him, "though no one could tell whether or not the words meant anything to him" (134). He's taken to a dance to hear the music; later, when Mahon is bedridden, he's rolled out to the verandah for air. Unfortunately, these attempts at mental stimulation are ineffective, and the pilot's mind and body continue to fail.
By thus centering a wounded character who is neither fully present nor completely absent, Faulkner forces us to see the flyer's damaged body, overcoming the geographical erasure of distant wars, de-romanticizing the chivalric myth, and challenging the developing "clean" war discourse. This motif, which Faulkner uses well, will become a hallmark of airpower writing in mid-century, in works such as Joseph Heller's Catch-22 and Howard Nemerov's poem "The War in the Air. "
As Sarah Cole suggests, "over and over, we find in war writing the provocation that the dead and wounded body… pushes back against the organizing oppositions of war" (27). Faulkner achieves this push-back in Mahon's story by withholding the actual wounding scene until late in the novel, inverting the traditional narrative of wounding. This tactical move shows his determination to de-romanticize the aviator, thus forcing readers to encounter the flier's damaged body and subsequent debilitation without the luxury of wrapping it in heroic discourse. Christina S. Jarvis, in The Male Body at War: American Masculinity during World War II, explains how important the narrativization of the wounding event is to the injured. When the injured man tells his war story, she explains, almost all the narratives "begin with the time, place, and immediate events leading up to the moment of wounding" (94). She suggests the injured men are thus trying to attach meaning to the wounding, so that "wounds incurred while fighting bravely...could bestow honor or sense of purpose to the wounded individual" (94). 20 In contrast, Faulkner makes us wait until the penultimate chapter of the novel to learn how Mahon was wounded; we learn this when the pilot relives the wounding in a dream, and then dies. Even after this long wait, Faulkner shows us no mercy; the description of the pilot's final flight is not heroic. After a routine patrol, Mahon is returning to base when he is ambushed. In a moment of clarity, "cursing his stupidity" at being caught unaware, he takes immediate evasive action, "div[ing] steeply slipping to the left, " but the enemy has tactical advantage; Mahon watches as bullets rip through the skin of his airplane and then his own hand and 20 While Jarvis is writing specifically about the Second World War, it seems reasonable that the wounded of World War I would have approached their wounding in the same way. I use similar reasoning with Martin Francis's study, above.
head (235). By telling a realistic rather than a romantic story here, and by positioning this story near the end of the novel, Faulkner forces the reader to confront the flier's body throughout the novel without the psychic protection traditionally provided by association with heroic discourse or meaning.
Mahon's wounding, disfigurement, and death can be read as a universal critique of war, the price a soldier must pay, as Faulkner's title suggests. However, both his presentation of Cadet Lowe at the start of the novel and his own personal posturing highlight the writer's fascination with the image of the aviator and seem to insist that we read the novel as a critique of this image. By exploring the flyer in this novel, written when he had been performing the role of wounded aviator himself for six years, Faulkner seems to welcome the opportunity to question both his own seduction and that of the American public. With Mahon simultaneously present and absent in the novel, Faulkner forces a confrontation with the body of the aviator and the discursive forces working to render this body invisible. It is seductive to view the flyer as part of a chivalrous legend, and to glorify his sacrifices, but as Faulkner shows, when the aviator is objectified as either a legend or a symbol, the man himself disappears.
I've shown here how two post-World War I novelists challenge the chivalric myth that hides the aviator and supports the "clean" war discourse. Presented with Victor Chapman's death and the subsequent myth-making around it, they responded with powerful critiques of the myth that hid airpower's injuring and killing in the discourse of honor and romance. Recognizing the danger of this discursive distancing, both Cather and Faulkner challenge our seduction by showing us the aviator, subsumed by the myth, or wounded and dying ingloriously. Published shortly after the war, these novels respond to the developing discourse of airpower and set the stage for future powerful critiques of the air war by mid-century writers such as Joseph Heller and Kurt Vonnegut. Read together, they show that "a death like the rebel angels" without its cloaking myth is just a messy death.
